Your genuine solution for frameless balustrading

Designed to remain strong and intact even
when shattered; Sky Glass will not slump
or fall from the opening.
Sky Glass outperforms traditional glazing finishes,
monolithic toughened glass or standard toughened
laminates in all weather applications.
Supplied with engineering design compliance
to AS1288, Sky Glass can be designed to meet
increased spans and loads, and is even suitable
for balustrades without handrails.

Utilise the
freedom of
Sky Glass to
create more
light and space
in design.

Sky Glass delivers a clean, sophisticated and

Consider Sky Glass in applications typically

contemporary finish.

deemed beyond conventional glazing

+ Flexibility of shapes

techniques:

+ Reduced edge deterioration

+ Glass roofing

+ Works with a variety of fixings and finishes

+ Frameless pool fencing

+ Engineered for use without handrails

+ Free standing, handrail free

+ Increased security – more difficult to break/remove

+ Balustrading indoor and outdoor

+ Variable thickness available, application appropriate

+ Infinity edges, aquariums, marine

+ Reliable in extreme weather and
marine environments

Sky Glass is a registered trademark of Bevelite Glass an Australian Glass Group Company. While every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of information, the Australian Glass
Group disclaims any liability for loss or damage arising from the use of such data, nor accepts responsibility for errors or omissions.

When safety and design

Sky Glass is custom manufactured, frameless glass

matter, Sky Glass

and the genuine solution for frameless balustrading.

TM

works. Perfect for
architectural, interiors

Sky Glass builds on the properties of standard
custom laminates using innovative processing and
interlayer technology to create a premium product

& exteriors, coastal,

superior in performance.

residential and the most

Fall in love with the possibilities Sky

demanding commercial

Glass offers the built environment.

applications.

For further information including cleaning and
handling instructions, warranties and other specific
recommendations, please visit our website.

australianglassgroup.com.au

